
Remarks 
 
Mentions Canadian and American Ebola aid workers. 
 
Paris attacks “stark reminders of the threats we face together,” mentions Boko Haram; hostage taking in 
Sydney; killing of schoolchildren in Pakistan; Ottawa. 
 
Values of diversity/inclusiveness under assault in Paris. The slaughter of satire writers, Jews, police 
officers, “sharpened the true contour of this struggle.” “We are in a contest of ideas and values,” not 
against “the vast majority of Muslims.”  
 
“Islam itself is not the adversary.” “We can’t close our eyes to the fact that…there is a distorted and 
dangerous strain of extremism within the Muslim world that continues to spread. It’s adherence may be 
few in number,” but they have the capacity for great damage, especially within their own community. 
 
It’s no coincidence that the places where minorities are persecuted and where dissent is forbidden 
makes fertile ground for extremism. Places where women are not valued tend to be places of conflict 
and instability.  
 
As SecState, I worked with Canadian officials to build a global infrastructure to begin creating more 
collaboration on countering extremism. We have to go online, fight extremists in chatrooms. As we’ve 
seen in Paris, where one of the attackers said he’d been recruited by AQAP over the internet, and 
another said he was a follower of ISIS. 
 
Free people and free markets are part of our core strength. 
 
Standing up for our own values in our own communities are just as important as promoting them 
abroad. 
 
Economic stagnation that hollows out communities, puts dream of upward mobility out of reach for 
most families. 
 
We have to go back to first principles, values written into our democratic DNA…whatever our 
differences, we are truly all in this together.  
 
All of our people have to believe they too have a stake in our prosperity and our future no matter who 
they are or what they look like, who they worship or who they love. 
 
Highly praising Mario Cuomo. 
 
Every child should have the same opportunities in her or his life as her parents or grandparents…it is the 
American Dream, but it is also a universal dream. When you ask people, no matter what society they are 
in, what it is they want, overwhelmingly they say good job, education for children, family to be safe and 
have a good future. 
 
Canada and US built by immigrants and energized by our diversity. We have kept expanding our idea of 
family and community, expanding circle of opportunity wider and wider. 
 



The 80 richest people in the world now possess as much wealth as the poorest 3.5 billion, predict that 
next year, top 1% will own more than half the world’s wealth. How can we reverse this trend? How can 
we share prosperity broadly? 
 
How do we make sure that new generations of immigrants enrich rather than embitter our 
communities? Democracy and the free market economy that goes hand in hand with democracy has to 
answer these questions. 
 
Last night, Pres offered a vision for helping middle class in US regain a seat at the table, proposals “an 
important start for a critical debate.” 
 
“Extremism, authoritarianism, Putinism, none of them can compete with democracy at our best.” 
 
Talks about a Muslim man who saved Jewish customers at Paris Kosher market, proved he was a citizen, 
not just of France, “but of civilization, of humanity at its best.” 
 
Our struggle has been over the decades to live up to those ideals that we were bequeathed, to listen as 
Lincoln would remind us, to the “better angels” amongst us. 
 
Let us resolve to be resilient and focused and work together. 
 
Q&A 
 
Q: What should your granddaughter call you? A: “That’s a negotiation harder than a lot that I did in the 
Secretary of State job…I noticed she’s probably got some strong feelings about things, so I thought I’d 
wait, and exercise a veto if I don’t like it.” 
 
Q: Did you watch the SOTU last night…how would you use smart power to bridge partisan divide? A: 
having served in the Senate, gone to husband’s SOTU’s, partisanship is nothing new. Everyone stands up 
at mention of men and women in uniform, but often times there’s a political calculation. Under Bush, I 
stood sometimes and not other times. The speech is “an opening gambit.” With large GOP house 
majority, it will be difficult to determine if cooperation will be possible. It would be different in the 
Senate. There is more of an institutional bias towards working together. 
 
Q: How would you handle bipartisanship differently? A: The President has been very successful. First 2 
years was highlight of legislative agenda. By middle of second term, historical precedent is to lose seats. 
The antsiness starts up in our political system. If you were a Republican and you were to say I like the 
idea of people being able to attend and complete Community College, but I’m not sold on paying for it, 
so maybe we can talk about increasing aid for it, or going part way. I don’t know if that’s possible, but 
we need to get back to the art of compromise in our politics…I think that there was plenty for people to 
work with in the president’s speech last night. 
 
Q: What is the most pressing economic challenge today? A: the slow rate of small and medium sized 
business formation and the dropoff of entrepreneurship in a country that did a lot towards inventing 
that concept. We have to do a better job of analyzing problems with entry into marketplace…why is 
there not enough capital for entry into the marketplace? Our economy and job creation historically has 
been driven by small and medium businesses, and we’re not seeing that today. We saw a good report 
about housing construction, so maybe people are getting over fears. One thing I admire about the 



Canadian banking system is you all did not get pulled into problems we dealt with…what we now have is 
a big split between traders and investors…I think the President doesn’t get the credit he and his team 
deserve for navigating through this. I would have differences and everyone would about what was 
done…We are not seeing wages increase for ordinary people…This is a classic case where if you look at 
Europe/China, how interconnected we are.  
 
Q: What about Russia and Ukraine? Ukraine on brink of economic collapse, Minsk accords not 
advancing, people are looking at Putinism, what would you do to solve problem? A: I personally believe 
it’s very much in the West’s interests to do more to help Ukraine. There are three areas where that help 
could be important. I have absolutely no doubt that the Russian army is supporting the Russian 
separatists. There is an increasing amount of Russian help that crosses the border. It’s not just about the 
seizure of Crimea. I think that’s terrible for Ukraine but also for Europe. 1) I think we need more financial 
support for Ukrainian govt as they transition from what was a corrupt system. We are smart enough to 
figure out how to hold them accountable for that money. 2) We should do more to help Ukraine control 
borders with training and equipment. I think the Ukrainian army has proven it is worthy of greater 
support. 3) Ukrainians in the US have come from all over Ukraine, and some in Ukraine feel a real affinity 
for Russia. So I do think we have to work with Ukrainian govt to make sure they feel like they have a seat 
at the table in a new Ukraine. 
 
Q: Iran negotiations…would you advocate for new sanctions? A: No, I would take the position that the 
Pres articulated last night, because I started the negotiations. We negotiated touch sanctions out of 
UNSC, buttressed by US, Canadian, EU sanctions…I think that was a major contributor to new Iranian 
govt participating in negotiations. I think there are a couple of related issues. I am firmly of the opinion 
that no deal is better than a bad deal. I’m not for any deal, I’m only for a verifiable comprehensive 
deal…So far as we know, the Iranian nuclear program is on hold… If the US congress imposes sanctions 
before we even know the answers to the question we’re asking, I think it’s highly likely that Russia and 
China would say, we’ve been with you thus far…if we’re the reason through our Congress that gives Iran, 
China, and others, the cover not to continue those negotiations, that would be a strategic error…why do 
we want to be the catalyst for the collapse of negotiations...and start an arms race? If we get to the 
point where they cheat, they have begun their program again, we catch them at it, obviously all bets are 
off. 
 
Q: how did SecState job change you? A: Look at the decision to open up Cuba. My husband tried it, I was 
working on it as SecState, but one thing or another always came up…You can’t underestimate how 
critical it is that countries like ours, how critical our country is in holding out those values, that promise, 
the purpose, the possibility. I came out of SecState job more convinced that that was the opportunity as 
well as the burden we face. 
 
[weird Putin impression] 
 
Q: Relationship between Canada and US… A: you have to keep working on it every day. We have 
difference, you won’t get me to talk about Keystone. I have made clear I’m not going to express an 
opinion. It is in our process and that’s where it belongs…we need to figure out a way to power a future 
in a way that will not only be good for our economy but for our environment and exportable around the 
world…We should really go to the South and look at all of North America. We should accelerate 
cooperation between US, Canada, and Mexico. 
 
 


